**CONFERENCE ROOMS**

Directly linked through a pedestrian walkway from the Atrium Plaza by the Central North Exit of Osaka Station

**Tower B**
- Access route to 10F CONFERENCE ROOMS Tower B (Rooms B01 to B08)
- Take the exclusive escalator to 10F
- Take the entrance hall back left elevator (either A or B) to 8F
- Get off at the 9F Sky Lobby, face the direction directly opposite the elevator, and head left
- Cross KNOWLEDGE PLAZA, turn right, and proceed to the back

**Tower C**
- Proceed to the Tower C office glass entrance
- Take the escalator to 1F and proceed straight ahead

**Tower A**
- Cross KNOWLEDGE PLAZA, turn right, and proceed to the back
- Ride the elevator at the back of the Tower B office entrance facing Suminote BLACK LABEL on 2F to 9F

**Access**
- Proceed straight ahead to the South Building from the 2F pedestrian walkway

**Time required to reach the North Tower of GRAND FRONT OSAKA**
- Approx. 3 min. on foot from JR Osaka Station (Atrium Plaza)
- Approx. 3 min. on foot from Umeda Station on the Hankyu Railway Line
- Approx. 3 min. on foot from Umeda Station on the Hanshin Expressway

**Time required from JR Osaka Station (Atrium Plaza)**
- Approx. 4 min. on foot to CONFERENCE ROOMS Tower B
- Approx. 4 min. on foot to CONFERENCE ROOMS Tower C

*Times indicated do not take account of elevator wait times and travel times.

* Wheelchair users and other physically-challenged persons who are unable to use an escalator or stairs should feel free to contact us in advance.